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Gran’s fishing trip  
Past simple – questions   
 
 

 

 

1. What’s the word?   

Write the word under the pictures.  

go fishing pull fish 

boot car motorbike 
   

   

 go fishing  

   

   

 
 

 

 

2. Choose the answer!  

Watch the video. Circle the correct answer.  

a. Did Gran have a nice weekend?     no / yes / maybe 

b. Where did she go?     swimming / shopping / fishing 

c. What did she catch?     a boot / a fish / a mouse 

d. Who did she go with?     Hero / John / Max 

e. How did she get there?     by bus / by car / by motorbike 
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3. What’s the order?  

Put the words in the correct order to make questions about last weekend.   

a. you Where go? did  Where did you go?                       

b. do? did What you                                                                                                           

c. did eat? you What                                                                                                           

d. see? What you did                                                                                                           

e. go did with? Who you                                                                                                           

f. you Did fun? have                                                                                                           

 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

Ask a friend or family member the questions in exercise 3. Write about their 
weekend and draw a picture! 
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What did you do?
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What did you eat?
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Who did you go with?
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Did you have fun?
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I went to the cinema.
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I watched a movie with my friends.
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I ate an ice cream.
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I saw a big shark.
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I went with my friends and had lots of fun.


